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Conference Announcement 
1st WSEAS Int. Conf. on Non-Linear Analysis, Non-Linear Systems and 
Chaos (NOLASC 2002), 2nd WSEAS Int. Conf. on Wavelet Analysis and 
Multirate Systems (WAMUS 2002) 
Location : Vouliagmeni, Athens, Greece
Organizers : WSEAS
Major Topics : Non-Linear Analysis, Non-Linear Systems, Chaos, Wavelet
Conference Dates : 12/29/2002 to 12/29/2002
Submission Deadline : 10/31/2002
Send Submissions To : http://www.wseas.org/conferences/2002/athens/nolasc/
Sponsoring Organizations : 
For further information contact : 
Web Page : http://www.wseas.org/conferences/2002/athens/nolasc/
2002 WSEAS International Conference on WAVELET ANALYSIS and MULTIRATE SYSTEMS (WSEAS 
WAMUS 2002) Sponsored by WSEAS (WSEAS Sector of Mathematics, WSEAS Sector of Electrical Engineering 
WSEAS Sector of Mechanical Engineering, WSEAS Sector of Physics, WSEAS Sector of Biology, WSEAS Sector of 
Chemistry) Vouliagmeni, Athens, Greece, December 29-31, 2002 Contact us: If you want to submit a paper click here 
and find the appropriate form. If you want to contact us or to be placed in our mailing list, send a message to: 
athens2002@wseas.org, All the accepted papers will be simultaneously published in two different international fora : 
Proceedings + International Books or Proceedings + WSEAS Transactions (Journals) TOPICS * Mathematical 
Wavelet Analysis * Orthogonal Systems * Distributions * Transforms * Multiresolution Analysis * Construction of 
wavelets * Multirate Filter Banks * Subband Filtering Schemes * Biorthogonal Wavelets * Wavelets in Physics * 
Wavelets in Biological Science * Wavelets in Electrical Engineering (Image Processing, Control, etc) * Wavelets in 
Mechanics, Mechanical Engineering and other applied sciences * Multirate Systems * Filter Banks * Multirate 
Multivariable Systems * Multirate Multidimensional Systems * Lossless Systems * Applications in Science and 
Engineering 
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